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INTRODUCTION 

Periods of excessive nnd deficient rainfl111 are normal to all climates. 
Recent observntions in the upper air hllve made it possible to deter
mine not only the reasons for variat~ons in rainfall but the sources of 
supply of moisture, and have established the fact that j list as rivers 
return waters to the OCCltns so air mnsses, by ltbsorbing water evn.por
ated from the land, help to return moisture to the sens. A considera
tion of the cycle of air mn.Sses reveals one important relation of soil 
conservation to flood control that heretofore has not been recognized. 
Various soil-conservation measures aid in returning excess rainfall to 
the oceans by increasing the absolute amount of e\raporation into 
continental air masses. Contrlu'y to theories wide.ly held, the mn.jor 
part of the moisture absorbed by these ail' masses is not l'eprccipitated 
on the land but is carried back to the ocean. 
;;nespite the importance of information relating to the process of 
:p~cjpitl1ting atmospheric moisture, experimentnl irwestigntions of 
atmospheric phenomenlt are very limited. This is so been use the 
number and magnitude of the variables involved nre so gren.t that 
.-~ 1 ~. 

i 
ttlese meteoro ogic processes do not lend themselves to controlled 

erim,entation. Meteorologic measurements in the pust hnve been 
ited largely to surface observl1tions, and only recently has the 

iiited States Weather Bureau inaugUl'ated a pl'Ogrum for compre
hensive upper-:uir research. At 26 nerological stations, distributed 
throughout the country (fig. 1), free-air data consisting of measure
ments of temperature, pressure, nnd humidity to heights of approxi
mately 3 miles are obtained daily. These observations !H'e made with 

I Received for pubilrAtion Jlme 14, 1037. 
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aerometeorographs that are taken aloft by airplanes. Additional 
upper-fir information is being obtained today with the aid of radio
meteorographs that frequently penetrate great distances into the 
stratosphete. 

These new and more numerous data have suggested many important 
meteorologic problems and in addition have served to point out 
certain deficiencies or inconsistencies in older conclusions concerning 
atmospheric and hydrologic relations. 

One fundamental problem of especial importance to hydrologists 
and soil conservationists is the source of the supply of moisture for 
precipitation. Hydrologists have long recognized that there is a 
great disparity between the total amOlmt of precipitation that falls 
on continental areas and the quantity of the precipitated moisture 
that is returned to the seas by direct run-off and underground water 
flow. Various estimates placed the return of moisture to the oceans 

FlOl1RE l.-The distribution of aarographic sounding stations. 

in this manner as roughly 25 percent of the totnl continental precipi
tation. From this it was infened thnt continental evaporatIon was 
an important meteorologic process and constituted the principal 
source of moisture for continental precipitation. 

This belief was readily accepted. The supposed efficacy of conti
nental evaporation in furnislnng a supply of atmospheric moisture 
appeared so impressive that frequent suggestions for production of 
local rainfall soon appeured. These procedures presupposed that a 
mere increase in atmospheric moisture was sufficient for the produc
tion of local and other rainfall. The various plans formulated were 
thus fundamentally concerned with methods for increasing conti
nental evaporat,ion. They included the impounding of precipitation 
in la,kes nnd ponds, the selection of farm crops with maximum trallS
piration rates, and the planting of trees. . 

These ideas were not singular to meteorologic literature, and in 
fact, more earnest supporters were to be found among hydrologists 
and silviculturists. The conclusion thnt an increase in atmospheric 
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moisture must necessarily be reflected in an increase in precipitation 
can now definitely be shown to ba erroneous. Studies of atmos
pheric-moisture relations reveal that the absolute amount of water 
vapor in the air has no immediate relation to the quantity of rainfall 
a region may receive. In fact, it is frequently found that a small con
centration of water vapor in the lower atmosphere is associated with a 
great.~~ amount of precipitation. 

Although it has been recognized for some time that the principal 
portion of continental precipitation is returned to th.e atmosphere 
by evaporation and that this moisture forms a formidable supply of 
water vapor for a later cycle of precipitation, it was not known until 
recently that most of the moisture evaporated from the land is carried 
to the ocean and consequently is not immediately available for 
reprecipitation over continental areas. This is so because this 
moisture is generally absorbed by extensive dry continental air 
bodies that pass entirely across the continent without any reprecipi
tation. Continental precipitation is derived not from land-evapo
rated moisture but chiefly from great maritime air bodies whose 
moisture is obtained by evaporation from oceanic areas. 

AIR MASSES 

Meteorologists today recognize various distinct types of air bodies 
that in general possess great uniformity in physical properties. This 
uniformity is developed in definite source regIOns WIthin the general 
atmospheric circulatllOn system. The uniform properties are mainly 
those of temperature, pressure, and humidity or of the thermodynamic 
functions of these varIables, which are found to be relatively constant 
in extensive horizontal directions within the air mass. 

The concept of an air mass is not new. As Mrly: as 1889, Helmholtz 
(14-)2 recognized the possibility that air bodies of different temperatures 
flowing side by side in the same or opposing directions with different 
velocities exist as distinct currents separated by a surface of discon
tinuity. The reality of air masses has since been confirmed by many 
writers, particularly by a diligent group of Norwegian meteorologists 
including V. Bjerknes, J. Bjerknes, Solberg, Bergeron, and others. 

The Norwegian meteorologists have presented a convenient classi
fication of air masses, grouping them on the basis of their source 
regions and subdividing them according to whether their properties 
were acquired over maritime or continental areas. The classification 
follows: 
Arctic ContinentaL___________ cA Tropical ContincntaL_________ cT 
Arctic Maritime_______________ mA Tropical'Maritimc_____________ mT 
Polar ContinentaL____________ cP Eqnatorial Contiut:lltaL_______ cE 
Polar Maritime_______________ mP Equatorial Maritime___________ mE 

The distinction between the T and E air types is obscure and is 
based solely on the geographical origin of the air; the subtropical or 
tropical air (T) being derived mainly from the high-pressure belts of 
SUbtropical latitudes, and the tropical or equatorial air (E) from the 
trade-wind belt. 

As these air masses leave their source regions and take part in the 
active circulation of the atmosphere, with the polar currents migrating 
toward the Equator and the tropical currents toward the pole, changes 
in their thermodynamic structure occur. These modifications depend 

J Italic numbers in parentheses refer to r,lterntllro Cited, p. 39. 
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largely upon whether the paths of the various air masses lie over 
surfaces that will tend to produce a greater or lesser stability. For 
example, an mP air mass in passing from polar latitudes toward the 
Equator would find itself being heated from below and becoming 
progressively more and more unstable until convection would set in, 
which would tend to alleviate the pronounced instability that had 
been developed. Moist tropical currents, on the other hand, in pro
ceeding poleward pass over surfaces that are generally colder than t.he 
nil' body itself and this situation tends toward a stabilization of the nir 
current, frequently producing stratiform. clouds or dense fogs. An 
additional notation is therefore generally employed in labeling the 
various air currents. If the air body is colder than the surface over 
which it passes the symbol K (kalt) is added, or if warmer, W (warme). 
Thus a ePK air mass indicates a polar air body of continental origin 
passing to warmer latitudes. 

Willett (38) has developed a classification for North American air 
masses that is now in general use among American meteorologists. 
The classification is essentially the same as that used by the Norwegian 
meteorologists, the principal exception being the omission of the arctic 
and equatorial divisions. The North American air masses, together 
with their source regions are the following: 
Air mass: Source region-

Polar Continental (Pc) ______ _ Over the northern Canadian tundra. 
Polar Pacific (Pp) __________ Over the northern Pacific Ocean. _ 
Polar Atlantic (Pa) _________ _ Over the northcrn Atlantic Ocean. 
Tropical Pacific (Tp) ________ _ Over the trade-wind-belt zone betwecn pen

insula of Lower Califm:Tlia and Hawaiian 
Islands. 

TropiclIl Gulf (Tg) ___________ Ovcr the Gulf of Mexico and thc Caribbean. 
Sea. 

Tropical Atlantic (Ta) _. _____ Over the Sargasso 8ea. 

8uperior 3 (8) _______________ An upper-level air mass probably derived 


from the subtropical belt of high pressure 

Tropical Continental (Tc) air is not generally recognized as a princi
pal air mass for North America because the sha.rply contrac.t.ing con
figuration of the continent at tropical latitudes docs not permit an 
extensive air body with homogeneous characteristics to develop. 
However, Superior (S) air, presumably an air mass whose properties 
have been derived from the upper levels of the atmosphere, hilS been 
recognized.

Trle symbols K and W have been dropped for North American air 
mllsses, imd the letter N preceding the prmcipallabel of the ail' body 
hilS been widely used to indicate a modified or trnnsitional type of air. 
Frequentlv, instead of specific design!1tions, the symboi III is employed 
to indica te a general m!1l'itime source for air bodies; thus, Ta, Tg, and 
Tp may n1l be designated Tm or Tropical Maritime. Similarly, Pa 
and Pp mny be called Pm or Polar Maritime. 

THE CYCLE OF AIR MASSES 

The earth's atmosphere is essentilllly a large thermodynamic sys
tem that derives its energy by the absorption of direct short-wave so13r 
radi.ation and of long-wave transformed solar radiation or terrestrial 
radiation. Because of the unequal amounts of solar radiation, or 

•.Bccause of the uncertainty as to the origin of this lIir type, the symhols for tropical or polar origin have 
been drollped and the air mass hilS been simply designated as S (12). This i5 lit present the practice of the 
U. S. Weather Bureau. 
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insolation, received at different latitudes, large movements are set up 
in the atmosphere that transform the initial potential energy into 
kinetic energy, and eventually an equalization or balance of energy 
is obtained WIthin the thermodynamic system between insolation, ter
restrial radiation, and frictional forces. This is priIi1arily hrought 
about by the migrations and modifications of air masses. As Pc air 
maSSes advance Equatorward they absorb land-evaporated moisture, 
become heated, and eventually, after reaching the source regions of 
tropical marine latitudes, become transformed into warm, moist, 
tropical air wasses. Pm air masses similarly absorb moisture during 
their southward migration over oceans but generally drop considerable 
amounts of moisture as they invade continents. The precipitation, 
however, is not necessarily limited to the continents, as the moisture 
release may be \"tccomplishecl over oceanic areas after the air body has 
attained a sufficient thermodymanic instability. Eventually, these 
polar bodies ma,y also be transformed in to tropical air masses. Tm 
air masses, on the other hand, traveling poleward, whether Over oceans 
or continents, precipitate most of their moisture, become cooled, and 
arc ultimately transformed into cold Pc or Pm air masses. 

This air-mass cycle, wllich is manifestly an expression of the general 
eireulation of the a,tmosphere, is closely associated with the balance 
of wa,tcl' oYor continental arens, or, in bl'ief, the hydrologic cycle. In 
the cycle of air-mass tmnsformation it is apparent that moist Tm air 
bodies must rid themselves of. their high water-vapor content before 
they can ultimately be modified into polnr nil' masses, and simihrly 
-polar air musses must gain in moisture before they ean properly be 
trflllSfol'med into 'fm air masses. Thus, in the alternatmg inunda.
tions of extensive bodies of nil' of different origin Cfin be distinguished 
two principul classes-those that fire losing their moisture and conse
quently contribute the major portion of precipitation on the earth 
and those that are absorbing moisture and constitute the greatest 
robbers of moisture from continental areas. 

S air is characterized by low relative and specific humidities and 
exceedingly high temperatures. It occurs most frequently in the 
Great Plains region in summer. The origin of this warm, dry air has 
yet to be thoroughly investi~ated, but the general assumption is that 
its properties have been denved from the upper levels of the atmos
phere, either from the subtropical belt of high pressure or from old 
polar or tropical air that has undergone considera.ble subsidence 
(12, 3.9) over the Me:d.can pbten,u. However, S, being an upper-air 
body, is genernl~y encountered only aloft, and only infreqhently 
reaches the surface in seasons other than summer. But during SUlU

mer these air musses do retwh the surface and are associated with 
cloudless skies ancl extremely lrigh temperatures. Large quantities of 
water are then absorbed by S nil' masses as they invade the Great 
Plains and eastern United States, but because of the iuitiallow relntive 
humidity and dryness of these air masses they'very rarely precipitate 
any moisture even under m~treme iniluences. 

This was well illustrated in the summer of 1936 when persistent 
inundntions of S air over the Grent Plains were directly responsible 
for the drought conditions. The frequent invasions of S nil' masses 
during July 1936 are indirectly demonstrated by a consideration of 
the equiva.lent depth of water vapor in the atmosphel'c. The a,vcrage 
daily depth of atmospheric moisture in the Great Plnins for July 1936 
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was 5 to 15 percent less than that for July 1935. The values in centi
meters for four available aerological stations are given in table 1. 

T ABLE I.-Average daily depth of atmospheric moisture at 4- aerological stations 
for July 1935 and July 1936 

Depth oC wuter in atmosphero at-

Date 
Fargo, Omahn. Scott Fieid, Oklahoma 

N.Duk. Ncbr. Ill. City, Okln. 

Centimeters CC7Itimeters Centimeters Ce7ltimeteT3July 1935_.___ •__________•_____________ .. _______ :1.05 3.56 4.00 3.81July 1036, _____________________________ .________ 2.7U 3.05 3.55 3.57 

Pc air masses upon deflcending to lower latitudes from their source 
regi~n~ ~ver the Canadi~n t~ndra a~e distin~i~hed by low specific 
humIdItIes but moderatelY high relatIve hUmIditIes. Because of the 
prevailing southward and eastward pro~ress of these air masses, they 
soon become heated from below and theIr capacity to absorb moisture 
is greatly increased. These masses usually leave the continent by 
way of the Gulf of Mexico or eastern seaboard, carrying two to three 
times as much moist/ure. in the lower levels as they contained wben 
they first appeared at the northern boundary of the United States. 
Except in instances of extreme modification by temperature and mois
ture such as may occur along the Gulf States or when assisted by 
orographical influences :along the Appalachian or Rocky Mountains, 
Pc air masses contribute no great amounts of precivitation to the 
continent, and invariably pass off the land areas with a net gain in 
moisture. Their principal function in the hydrologic cycle is to extract 
precipitation from warm maritime air masses by causing the moist 
winds to ascend aloft and eventually drop moisture by means of 
adiabatic cooling. 

Occasionally, however, Pc masses by means of land-evaporated 
moisture contribute moisture to continental areas. For example, 
in fall, winter, and spring, at times when the Great Lakes are not 
covered by ice, Pc masses in traveling southeast across the Lakes 
nttain a shallow layer of convective instability (30) owing to evapora
tion and heating from the lakes. For that reason, to the south and 
east of the lakes and especially over the Appalachian Mountains, 
snow squalls and flurries can be found originating from a shallow 
stratocumulus cloud layer, usually no thicker than 3,000 feet, which 
coincides with the instability layer. These snow squalls contribute 
insignificant amounts of precipitation, however. 

Another situation in which land-evaporated moisture may be 
reprecipitated over land areas occurs wben a Pc airmass invades 
the central and eastern portion of the country and instead of passing 
off the continent begins to subside and stagnate. The normal south
waru and eastward progress is checked by a reversal of the circulation, 
which produces an eventual return to higher latitudes. During its 
return progress it may come in ccntact with and be forced aloft by a 
denser Pc air body that may be advancing southeastward. The 
consequent cooling produced by the ascension of the returning NPc 
air over the denser air mass very likely will result in precipitation. 
A good part of this precipitation then may be assigned an origin of 
evaporated continentnl moisture. But the amount of the precipita
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tion that may fall from the NPc current is very small, since the 
temperature and humidity: structure are such· that greater meteoro
logical forces must be called into play before the water vapor can 
be released. Furthermore, the volume of NPc air. that returns in 
this manner is small compared with that which passes off the conti
nent. These factors tend to minimize the contribution of evaporated 
continental moisture released from returning NPc currents to the total 
precipitation over land areas. 

Pp air masses generally drop a considerable portion of their moisture 
as they cross the Rocky Mountain belt. When these air masses 
descend from the mountainous areas to the Great Plains an adia
bl1tic heating takes place and the resulting warm chinook, or foehn 
winds, characterized by low specific and relative humidities, begin 
to absorb significant quantities of moisture by evaporation. These 
air masses continue to evaporate moisture during their journey from 
the Great Plains to the Atlantic coast, but their principal function, 
somewhat similar to that of Pc air masses, is to cause precipitation from 
warm Tm masses. Occasionally Pp air, after reaching the Appalachian 
area, will have absorbed sufficient moisture to acquire a potential 
instability that together with the aid of the orographical effect may 
cause precipitation. Part of this precipitation may then be attributed 
to a supply of moisture from continental evaporation. Although Pp 
air traveling from the Great Plains to the Atlantic coast usually absorbs 
moisture, considerable precipitation may occur from this air even after 
it crosses the Rockies. In these instances the Pp air genemlly comes 
in contact with a Pc air mass that occupies the central or eastern 
portion of the country, and because of the lesser density of the Pp 
air, it will ascend aloft over the Pc current. 

The upper-air invasions of Pp air are most pronounced in winter 
and spring (15, 23). Along the Pacific coast bodies of Pp air fre
quently ascend aloft as a warm-front type of occlusion and may be 
the pnncipal precipitating air masses during their eastward migration 
across the continent. Since a warm-front t,ype of occlusion implies 
the invasion aloft of an air mass over a denser surface air body, it 
may be entirely possible for the upper precipitating air mass to travel 
completely across the country without once contacting the ground 
surface. Obviously, in these instances land-evapora.ted moisture will 
be absorbed in the lower levels of the surface air mass, and this 
supply of moisture adds nothing to the supply of moisture of the 
precipitating air mass aloft. 

Tm air masses whose source regions are locn.ted over warm southern 
ocean wa.ters contribute the major part of all precipitation to con
tinental areas. These masses with high humidities and temperatures 
enter the continent heavily laden with moisture. They are generally 
characterized by conditional or convective instability, and because of 
these properties they frequently lose a considerable quantity of their 
moisture by air-mass or warm-front thundershowers in their progress 
over continentul areas. Although it is quite possible for Tm air to 
invade the continent without appreciable p:reClpitation, these masses 
have high relative humidities and their capacity to absorb moisture 
is very much limited in spite of their high temJ,1eratures. 

Most of the moisture loss from air masses IS due to collision with 
and active overrunning of polar-air bodies. In fact, the greatest part 
of the total volume of precipitation that falls over the United States 
can be attributed to the general widespread stonos known as the 

(I 
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warm-front or cyclonic storms, in which Tm aids actively tran!:iported 
aloft over cold polar-air barriers. Condensation in the tropical air 
is brought about by adiabatic cooling and the resultant rainfall is 
generally widespread and of gentle intensity but long dlU'ation. 
Occasionally, however, sporadic centers of small areal extent but of 
high intensity are superimposed upon the warm-front rainfall pattern. 
These are caused by the release of the inherent convective instability 
of 1'm air masses, which is brought about after a certain critical 
ascension and condensation has occurred. The great Ohio flood of 
January 1937 and, in fact, all major floods (4, 5, 9, 16) have been 
caused by abnormal persistence of continuous or successive flows of 
moist tropical currents aloft over cold air-mass barriers. In some 
instances orographic influences have aided in the development of 
flood-producing rains but these situations are generally hmited to 
the summer seasons when the structure of Tm ail' masses exhibits 
their greatest thermodynl1mic instability. It is obvious that if the 
air bodies from which the widespread rainfall originates flow aloft 
over extensive and widespread cold, dry, air masses, evapomted 
moisture from the ground can have no immediate relation to the 
SOlU'ce of moistlU'e for the precipitation that is occlU'ring. The 11on
precipitating surface-airmass will absorb all of the precipitated 
moisture that is returned to the atmosphere by evaporation. 

THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE 

Of the total precipitation that falls on continental areas purt is 
returned to the oceans as run-off and underground water flow and 
the remainder is eventually returned to the atmosphere by evapora
tion. The portion tha,t is returned to the atmosphere consists 
principally of direct evn,porntion from the surface of the ground, from 
water surfaces such as rivers and lakes, and from tmnspiration; 
that is, the discharge of moisture to the atmosphere during the process 
of metabolism of vegetation. The portion that is returned to the 
seas includes direc.t surface run-off and infiltration that may reach 
the seas directly by underground water flow or indirectly by rivers 
nn(l streams through discharge of springs and scepage. 

A precise quantitative mcnsure of these various phases in the hydro
logic cycle is very difficult to obtain becnuse the differel1 t clemen ts are 
extremely variable and are fundnmentally dependent upon precipita
tion, which in turn is extremely aperiodic in time and space. However, 
many difl'erent estimates of the part each element contributes to the 
wnter cycle have been Illade and serve, at lellst, to indicate the order 
of magnitude of these clements. For exnmple, losses by interception 
have been variously estimated to return to the atmosphere 15 to 
35 percent of the summer rainfall in different timber stnnds (29, 
p. 308), HOl'ton (17) has indicn,ted that appl'oAimately 70 percent of 
light rainfalls and 24 percent of hea.vy l'a.infnlls may be siuularly lost. 
The losses by transpiration may be fully as important as the losses by 
interception (29, p. 310). In general, considering the Unitcd States 
as a whole, 10 to' 50 percent of the total precipitl1tioll reaching the 
~round can be nssumed to be l'eturned to the oceans, 10 to 30 percent 
is evaporated directly from the ground and from intercepted moisture 
and 40 to 60 percent canbe assigned to infiltration or percolation into 
the ground, of which n, significant portion is used to produce vegetal 
matter and is returned to the atmosphere by transpiration (37,1).293). 
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It; has been stated frequently that the major part, 70 percent ot· 
more, of the total precipitation that falls over the land surfaces ·of the 
earth is derived from moisture evaporated from continental areas 
(2, 6, 24, 27, 28, 34, 37, 43). These statements have arisen from 
various computed estimates of the total precipitation, evaporation, 
and run-off from continental areas (6, 40). 

There is, in geneml, good agreement in the determinations of the 
percentage of total precipitation that is returned to the oceans by 
run-off channels and the percentage that is returned to the atmosphere 
by evaporation. But from these quantitative estimates of the im
portant phases in the hydrologic cycle it has been concluded that 
precipitation over land arcas is principally derived from continental
evaporated moisture. In the light of present meteorological knowledge 
this view is seriously shaken. 

Obviously, in order to mnintain It balltnced hydrologic cycle, the 
amount of evaporation over continental arens can be obtnined from 
the simpla equilibrium relationship, P=R+E, where 

P=totnl precipitation on continental nrens, 

R=nm-off through rivers nnd streams, nnd 

E=moisture evaporated from laud nreas. 


This presumes tllat the underground water stomgeremains constant 
or that the portion of the total precipitntion considered as inilltmtion 
is eventually divided between the phases that return moisture to the 
atmosphere and those that TetUln moisture to the ocean. This 
assumption, of course, is not entirely true. However, the Itbove 
simple equation suffices for the determination of the relative order of 
magnitude of the essentinl factors comprising the Wi.ter cycle. Assum
ing that 30 percent of the total precipitation ovcr land areas is re
turned to the ocean by rivers nnd streams, then in order to maintain 
the hydrologic equilibrium, 70 percen t of the precipitation must be 
returned to the atmosphere as evapo1'jlted moisture. However, it 
cannot be concluded thu.t 70 percent of the total precipitu.tion over 
the continents is derivetl froul. contincntal evaporlttion and 30 percent 
from ocetmic evnporation. 

There is 110 evidence whntsoevel' thnt the total nmount of moisture 
eVltpornted from continents remains intact or stagnnnt and is event
ually l'etul'Iled to the Inlld as precipitlttion, or that precipitation hns 
any simple l'elu.tioDship to evapornted moisture. In the diagrammatic 
illustrntions of the witter cycle to bc i'ound in various texts on hydrol
ogy the evltporation phose usunlly hilS bcen erroneously rcpresented. 
Precipitation over the sea is invarinbly omitted nnd it is to be infcrred 
from these diagrnms that land-evap0l'ltted moisture is returned only 
to the continent in some later cycle of precipitlttion. These dingrnms 
generally show evaporated moisture from the ocean being carried 
onto the continent by the wind and there precipitated. Pnrt of this 
moisture is then shown rcturning to the ocean by I'un-oif, and tho 
remainder evaporating into tho n,tmosphero, where, presumltbly, it is 
available for rcprecipftn,tion ovcr tIle continent. Nowhere is it indi
cated that land-evnporn.tcd moisture is returned to the sea by the 
wind. It is now known tllat a smull fmction of tho }ltnd-evaporated 
moisturc is returned to the continent f1ml the l'emaining portion is 
carried off the continents by ail' masses following their normal cil'cu
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, lation trajectories. In fact, land-evaporated moisture mo,y constitute 
it significant source of water vapor for precipitation at sea. 

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic sketch of the hydrologic cycle. The 
sketch does not cover all the details of the water cycle, but it does 
indicate the important phases. Land-evaporated moisture may be 
reprecipitated over land areas, but since this source of moisture for 
precipitation is smaH compared with the maritime supply, it is not 
shown. Also, land-evaporated moisture may supply water vafor to 
the maritime air mass, but since this supply of moisture is smal com
pared with the moisture already present, this phase likewise is not 
indicated. 

Using the calculations of Wtist (40), who computed that 32 percent 
of the total precipitlttion over continents is returned to the sea by 
means of run-off channels and that 68 percent is returned to the 
atmosphere by evaporation from land areas, and bearing in mind that 
air masses return land-evaporated moisture to the sea, Brooks (3), 

}'IGURE 2.-The hydrologic cycle. 

concluded that two-thirds of the precipitation over land has its source 
from water vapor from the sea. Saville (34), however, using the 
figures of Kammsky and Meinardus that are given in table 2, con
cludes that only 33 percent and 37.4 percent, respectively, of the 
precipitation on land areas is derived from water vapor from the sea. 
This necessarily assumes that all the evaporated mOIsture is returned, 
to continents as precipitation. 

TABLE 2.-Estimalcs of prccipilat'ion, nln·off, and evaporation from continental 
areas 

Hydrologic compututlon~ or-

Hydrologic rnctors 
Kaminsky Melnardus 

Gllbic kilometer. Cubic kilolneter. 
Precipitation on aUlant! oreas •.•_..... ... ................ .." 121,000 99,100 

Water vapor rrom ocean , ............................................. 40,000 37,100 

Evaporation rrom ulllnnt! arens .................................... . 81,000 62, 000 


, These values oro ohtalned under the nssulUpt!on Utnt tho total run-oft rrom continents enn. equal only 
the quantity of water vapor from oceans aV8Unbln ror precipitation over land arens. 
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SOUItCES OIi' MOIS'.rUltB FOIl PlU£OlPITATION 

The idea that the principal source of moisture for precipitation over 
land areas is derived from continental evaporation is held by a number 
of hydrologists, foresters, and others. The following statement from 
Mead (26, p, 164) is typical: 

The precipitation on continental interior lands is, however, the phenomenon in 
which the engineers are mm'e generally interested, and the source of this precipi
tation is derived most largely from the moisture that obtains from the continental 
evaporation, from land surface, and from the surfaces of rivers, lakes, and swamp 
areas, and indirectly by the transpiration from animal and vegetable life. 

The following quotation from the water planning com.mittee of the 
National Resources Board (37, p. 292) reflects a similar conception of 
the relation between precipitatIOn and evaporation and the source of 
moisture for precipitation: 

A considerable portion of the precipitation over allY region is derived from local 
evaporation from that region. Only that part of thc precipitation reflected as 
run-off in streams of the region draining into the ocean is derived from ocean 
sources, 

Humphreys (1,8, p, 251,252-253) in a textbook designed principally 
for popular readmg, declares: 

* * * All rain on land areas does trace back, of course, to evaporation over 
the great bodies of water, but in part through one or more reevaporations snd 
reprecipitations. This is evident from the fact the total annual run-off from all 
lands, the amount the oceans give and take, is roughly only one-fourth their 
combined ,~'carly precipitation, or one-third their yearly evaporation * * *.* * >\; A wet region f).1rnishes abundant evaporation for the production of 
more rain, while a dry one, of course, furnishes relatively little evaporation and 
therefore tends to remain dry. In short, droughts tend to hang on and rainy 
spells to persist *' * * little rain, less rain, much rain, more rain. 

The clause lithe amount the ocenus give and take" at once implies 
a source of moisture and a limit to the quantity supplied from that 
source based only upon the total run-off from lands. This assumption 
is not vaJid. It fails to take into account the amount of moisture 
returned to the seas by air bodies that are known to absorb enormous 
quantities of continental moisture, 

Zon (41; 42; 43, p. 18) has repeatedly stated that the principal 
supply of moisture for precipitation over continental areas is derived 
(rom a secondary eontmental source. Bruckner's estimation of the 
hydrologio balance of water on the earth's surface is frequently cited 
by Zon as proof for the support of the thesis that transpiration from 
forests and land-evaporated moisture constitute the principal supply 
of moisture for precipitation. 

BrUckner estimates that the peripheral regions of the continents arc capable of 
supplying seven-ninths of their precipitation by evaporation from their own areas. 
If the evaporation from land areas plays such an important part in the precipita
tion over areas adjoining the oecan, it becomes still more important at some 
distance from the ocean, It may be c.ssumed, therefore, that the moisture which 
is carried by the winds into the interior of vast continents, thousands of miles 
from the ocean, is almost exclusively due to continental vapor and not to evapora
tion from the ocean. 

Before accepting the fundamentally important thesis that land 
evaporation is the source of moisture for the principal proportion of 
continental precipitation, some conclusive meteorologic evidence must 
be considered, If that portion of precipitation on continents that is 
derived from the oceans equals only the quantity of water that enters. 
the oceans as run-off from land areas, t,he far-reaching implications of 
continental evaporatiolt become quite evident, Droughts will pet
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petuate themselves; periods of ample and abundant precipitation will 
tend to foster a continuance of such rainy spells; and it might be 
expected that the supply of atmospheric moisture for local precipita
tion may be directly obtained from evaporation of ponds and reser
voirs, along with transpiration from forests and vegetal cover. 

In the literature there have not been offered any substantial ar~u
ments that help to prove the contention that continental evaporatIOn 
is genetically associated with continental precipitation. The compu
tations of Briickner, Wiist, Kaminsky, and Meinardus lead to the 
determination of the total run-off from continental areas and estab
lish the fa.ct that evaporation from lunel areas is indeed an important 
process, but from these computations no inductions as to the source 
of moisture for precipitation arc justified. Yet, apparently the 
alleged significant relationship between continental evaporation Il.nd 
precipitationhus been estab1ished on no foundation other than the 
neutral fact that one-fourth of the total precipitation over continents 
is returned to the seas by run-off. 

The mobility of atmospheric currents should not be forgotten. 
In accordance with modern meteorological theOlX it is not expected 
that cvapomted moisture from the continents WIll remain over land 
areus i actually such an cxpectation would be inconsistent with the 
observed facts. A striking illustration of the active transport of an 
air body occurred during the latter part of 1february 1936 when mud 
fell from the sky over parts of New Hampslnre and Vcrmont. It was 
definitely shown by Byers (8) and Robinson (32) that the soil was 
carried aloft in the southern Great Plains and tmnsported 1.,500 to 
2,000 miles in 25 to 30 hours before condensation and precipitation 
returned it to the earth. The frequent references to the transport 
nrollnd the world of volcanic dust from the explosion of Kralmton, in 
1883 similarly indicate the mobility of air bodies. 

Obviously this migratory characteristic of air bodies immediately 
destroys the assumption that the precipitation whose moisture directly 
originates from oceanic provinces must necessarily equal only that 
amount returned to the oceans as run-off. 

ArrMOSPHERIC MOISTURE AND PRECIPITATION 

Precipitation is a fUllction of a number of parameters and to assign 
undue importance to anyone ff1Ctor cannot fILil to lead to faulty 
conclusions. Obviously, if the atmosphere contained no "water vapor, 
there could be 110 precipitation. But since the amount of moisture in 
the atmosphere is only one of several VILriables, it Ilecessarily follows 
that precipitation is not solely dependent upon moisture concentration. 
In fact, precipitu,tion is tt functiollllot only of moisture concentration, 
but of insoltttionul and mditttional processes, ol'ogru.phical influences, 
collisions of grea,t bodies of air, temperature, pressure, entropy, turbu
lence, and other thermodynamic and hydrodynamic properties. 

RAINFALL ANDADSOLUTE AMOUNT OF MOISTURE 

The atmosphere over San Diego, Calif., has an ttverage moisture 
concentmtion given in grnms pel' kilogram of ttil' equal to or gl'en.ter 
than thiLt over EUl'ek~}., Ca.lif. 1 throughout the year, and as much as 
50 percent grenter durmg tIle summer months, yet the average aIlnual 
precipitation at San Diego amounts to 9.66 inches compnred 'with 39.04 
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inches at Eureka. In fact, the average moisture concentration in the 
lower levels of the atmosphere over desert regions may be greater 
than that in provinces classified as rain forest. 

A striking illustration of tlus inverse relation between precipita
tion and moisture concentration occurs in the northern Great Plains 
during the winter. When abnormally dense and thick bodies of Pc 
air invade the northern Great Plains in winter, negative departures 
in the average specific humidities and temperatures for surface ob
servations can be found. Correlat,ed with these negative departures 
will be positive departures of total precipitation, which is explained 
by the greater amount of precipitation induced from Pp air masses. 
The Pp air masses, after crossing the Rocky Mountains, encounter 
these dense and high domes of Pc ail', and being unable to displace 
them because of their own inherent lesser density, continue their 
progress aloft with greater than usual condensation and precipitation. 
Thus, in winter, small moisture concentrations in the lower levels of 
the atmosphere occur during periods of maximum precillitation:l 

Whenever attention is focussed upon possible procedures for ame
liorating the ravages of drought, the ubIquitous questions regarding 
the efficacy of local evaporation in adding to the moisture content of 
the atmosphere and the subsequent influence of the increased mois
ture content upon local precipitation are argued. There is no ques
t·ion that continental evaporation adds significant quantities of 
moisture to the atmosphere. In fact, 'for equilibrhlm conditions in 
accordance with the hydrologic cycle, approximately 75 percent of the 
total continental precipitation must be returned to the atmosphere. 
But unfortunately, as has been previously indicated, the major part 
of precipitation returned to the air by evaporation of continental 
mOlsture, is robbed by the drier ail' masses whose moisture is gener
ally incapable of being immediately released. In the Great Plains, 
for example, the great absorbers of moisture are Pc and S air masses. 

The most persistent paralogism to be found in climatic and meteo
rologic literature is that there is a direct relationship between the 
amount of precipitation in ltn area and the amount of moisture in the 
atmosphere. That such a view is untenable is amply and fully illus
trated by the numerous arid 01' desert regions that border large 
oceanic areas. In the peninsula of Lower California, wIuch has the 
longest desert coast line in North America, the abundant supply of 
moisture in the ntmosphel'o at these sllbequatoriallatitucles doeR little 
to alleviate the desert conditions. An annual rainfuU of 5 inches is 
very rarely exceeded, and this quantity is received only in the moun
tainous sections of the peninsula. 

Similarly, a study of the depth of water in the atmosphere reveals 
that there is no immediate relation betwoen precipitation' and the 
total atmospheric moisture content. The total equivalent depth of 
atmospheric water vapor for the United States in SUllllnel' oxceeds 
that in winter by 2 to 10 timos and yet there is no consistent response 
to this increased summer moisture in increased rainfall, winter pre
cipitation for far-western and northeustern United States greatly 
exceeding summer precipitation. 

On the average, for the United Stu,tes, it may be said thn,t the 
ntmosphero contains nmple moisture for precipitation. The failure 

, OLARKE-HAI'aTAIl, K. CORlll:LATJONS OI'CLUlATIC ELEMENTS IN TilE OREAT PI.AINB. U. S. Soli OODSerV. 
Ser\'. (Unpub\i~hed nlllUuscr!pt.) 
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of precipitation is not to be attribut·ed to a deficiency in the supply of 
atmospheric moisture but rather to a lack of meteorological forces 
necessary to condense and precipitate the moisture. Olimatic pro
vinces, whether they be wet or arid, belong to their respective cate
gories primarily because of their geographic orientation in the gen
eral circulation system of the atmOFIPhere; €!ven the modifying effects 
of orographic systems exert a much greater influence upon climute 
than does nearness to a source of supply for moisture. 

LOCAL RAINFALL FROM LOCAL SUPPLY OF MOISTURE 

Before locally evaporated moisture can be expected to contribute 
to local rainfall it must be assumed that the air into which the mois
ture has evapomted remains stagnant. Oomplete stagnation of air 
currents is unusual and extremely infrequent. Oharts of free-air 
wind observations will invariably show velocities from 5 to 30 miles 
per hour and higher. Thus the quantity of water obtained by evapora
tion from a water surface, such as an impounded lake, generally is 
distributed throughout an enormously large volume of air. The 
increase in the depth of water in an atmospheric current flowing over 
a region that has a concentration of lakes, such as the State of Wis
consin, where there is roughly 1 square mile of water to each 40 
square miles of land, is approximately 1 percent or less of the depth 
of water already present. 
I All of the principal trends of thought concerning induced rainfall 
that have been prevalent in the past have related to increasing the 
supply of atmospheric moisture. The procedures for the release of 
atmospheric moisture have been very little considered. These ideas 
are well reflected jn the fallacious correlation between the increase and 
spread of cultivation and the excess of rainfall that occurred in the 
Great Plains during the period 1875-86 and led to a great exploitation 
of dry-land farms. During this period Aughey (1, 22) was probably 
the principal exponent of the theory that a spread in cultivation 
brought about an increase in rainfall. Oommercial interests found it 
to their advantage to publicize the hypothesis as much as possible. 
Aughey (1, pp. 44-45), writing about Nebraska, said: 

It is the great increase in absorptive power of the soil, wrought by CUltivation, 
that has caused, and continues to cause an increasing rainfall in the state. * * * 
After the soil is broken, a rain as it falls is absorbed by the soil like a huge sponge. 
The soil gives this absorbed moisture slowly back to the atmosphere by evapora
tion. Thus year by year as cultivation of the soil is extended, more of the rain 
that falls is absorbed and retained to be given off by evaporation, or to produce 
springs. This, of course, must give increasing moisture and rainfall. 

The myth that a human agency was responsible for the increased 
rainfall in the Plains was, of course, brusquely shattered by subse
quent ~e~?ds of drought. Bu~ .today occasio~al references to man's 
responsibihty for drought conditIOns m the Plams through the spread 
of cultivation are to be found in various sources. The sporadic 
fluctuations in climate are lucidly indicated by history and meteoro
logic theory and should not be forO'otten. 

Apparently the failure of the hYfotbesis suggested by Aughey 
prompted no critical interpretation 0 the causes of rainfall by some 
research workers. This may, perhaps, be attributed to an insuffici
ency of meteorologic data, especially upp~r-air and humidity measure
ments. Clements in collaboration with Weaver (10) in 1923 completed 
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an investigation of the relative moisture contributions to the atmos
phere from native grassla.nds and field crops as a source of moisture 
for local rainfall. They concluded, as Clements and Chaney (11, p. 
41) wrote i~ a later paper: 

The outcome demonstrated that there was no material difference in transpira
tion and evaporation from the two types of cover, and hence that cultivation 
could have had no favorable influenee upon preeipitation. 

It would indeed be interesting to know what other conclusion could 
have been drawn even had there been well-defined differences in the 
transpiration and evaporation from the two vegetal covers. Ap
parently there was n.ssumed, a priori, a direct relation between an 
increase in ntmospheric moisture nnd precipitation. Although their 
conclusion fortuitously was correct, had the study indicated well
defined differences in transpiration and evaporation fram native 
grasslands and cultivated crops, Aughey's hypothesis might have 
been supported or it might have been inferred that native vegetal 
cover was conducive to rainfall. 

A direct relationship between evaporated moisture and precipita
tion is again assumed by McNish (25, pp. 125-126) who declares: 

Considering the rainfall over the central portion of a continent, a year during 
which the rainfall has been very great will result in the accumulation of con
siderable ground-water which by its subsequent evaporation through the soil 
will supply humidity to the air giving rise to further rainfall aud tending to 
perpetuate the "wet cycle" until the development of some other condition causes 
a change in this trend. 

McNish presumes the relation between evaporated moisture and 
precipitation to be the physical cause of a correlative series in meteor
ology, or in other words the tendency for wet or dry spells to recur 
in a cyclical manner. He rightly insists that such p_enodic weather 
phenomena must be definitely shown to be truely cyclical and not the 
result. of chance before any physical interpretation can be assigned. 
However, it is evident that some fundamental cause or group of 
causes as yet unknown to meteorologists, one other than the relation 
between evaporated continental moisture and precipitation, must be 
operative in producin~ wet or dry spells. 

In a study of the climatic characteristics of the Great Plains, 
Bates (2, pp. 88, 90) says: 

While, then, it may in any instance be very difficult to determine where evap
orated moisture will go, or from what direction a given area may receive moisture, 
it is evident that any possible increase in atmospheric-moisture supply held 
within the Plains. region cannot fail to be reflected by an increase, in some slight 
degree, at least, of precipitation in or near the region. 

On the contrary, with the aid of intensive meteorologic mealsure
ments meteorologists today can determine with fn.cility where evap
orated moisture will go and not only from what direction a given 
area may receive moisture but the actual source of moisture. That 
an increase in the moisture content of the atmosphere will be reflected 
by any precipitation in or near the area is, of course, not evident. 

Recently Ives (19), in describing a cycle of desert floods in the 
Sonoyta Valley of Sonora, developed a classiilcation. of primary and 
secondary storms. The moisture supply for the primary storms is 
said to have Hits origin outside the valley" and that for the secondary 
storms is derived from "the playa within the valley." Referring to 

I. 
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the secondary storms that produce secondary floods, Ives (19, p. 359) 
maintains: 

* * * the source of these storms was invariably a cloud which had its 
origin over the major playa. No definite paths for thcsc storms were observed, 
and no definite center of precipitation is known. Apparently, these floods 
continue until the playas are dry, at which time they cease from lack of water. 

The storm clouds described are all cumulus types that have devel
oped into cumulo-nimbi through the release of convective or the 
conditional instability of the prevailing air mass by orogra.phical 
and insolational influences. There is no evidence, however, for the 
statement that the source of moisture of the secondarv storms described 
by I ves is to be attributed to the water in the playas. 

The fact that pla.yas contained water only at times that clouds 
and convectional showers were observed indicates that the water 
present in the playas resulted from the clouds and not the converse. 
Obviously the chara.cteristically intense precipitation associated with 
these storms permitted the collection of run-off and the direct ra.infall 
in the catchment areas. That no clouds were observed when the 
playas were dry implies that the prevailing air mass was characterized 
by low moisture contents and low relative humidities, which per
mitted little or no condensation but allowed enormous evaporation 
rates. 

If it is true that 30 percent of the total continental precipitation is 
returned to the sea as run-off and if it were possible to reduce tIns 
value to 15 per'}ent by appropriate water-conservation measures, 
then tIlls procedure would increase continental evaporation to 85 
percent of the total predpitntion on land areas. Even if one were 
to presume a direct relation between atmospheric moisture and pre
cipitatiun, the increase in continental ('vaporation eould bring about 
only a fractionnl incrense in the total precipitation normally occurring. 

Jensen (20, p. 144) has advocated impounding as much as possihle 
of the run-off into artificial lakes nnd ponds with the expectation of 
increasing atmospheric moisture and thus subsequent locnl precipita
tion. Jensen states that

* * * thc convcction currcnt into thc clouds from thc lakes is morc humid 
and hcncc riscs morc rnpidly than dry air from parchcd fields. This addition of 
moisture to the clouds rcsults in increllScd rainfall northeastward in the path of 
thc storm. 

TIns statement is not consistent with thel'modynnmic theory. 
Although it is true that at a given tempernture dry air is denser than 
moist air, the effect of temperature upon the density of air is of much 
greater importnnce and for thnt, reason the convection oyer parched 
fields is much more vigorous thnn O"eI~ wnter bodies. In fact the 
modification of the density of air over' ponds and lakes caused by the 
effect of evaporn,tion on temperature greatly exceeds tl1at caused by 
the effect of evaporation on moi£tUl'e, Jensen admits that the con
struction of lakes and ponds will not eliminate drought. It is now 
appnrent that local rninfaU would not be increased in the slightest, 
since the maJor moisture contribution to the atmosphere from im
pounded run-off will be absorbed by the drier nil' masses t.hat pass 
off tbe continents with hLrge gains in moisture. 

A. study of the effect of evaporation from lakes upon local thunder
storm precipitlttion JlUS been carried on by Jensen (21) in centrfll
western :Minnesotn. Rain gages were located about the peripheries 
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of various lakes and at some distances from lakes in an effort to 
ascertain whether any consistent increases of rainfall could be obtained 
that could be attributed to the moisture increases resulting from 
evaporation fr~ml the lakes. With the aid of ~crobarograph records 
it was determmed that the general path of the thunderstorms was 
from northwest to southeast during the month of August 1935. 
Rainfall records for August showed a progressive increase in pre
cipitation from the northwest to the southeast. These data, while 
admittedly insufficient to est!1blish definite conclusions, are pre
sumed by Jensen to be in complete agreement with his general thesis 
that the passage of local thuno.erstorms over a lake area increases 
the rainfall. 

There are a number of exceptions that can be tnken to tlus method 
of reasoning. First, it must be clearly understood that before any 
cRuse-und-effect relation can be aSClibed to increases or decreases in 
accumulated rainfall records these vnriations must be isolnted from 
those variations of rainfall that nonnally exist. For example, 
Thornthwaite (36) has shown in a climatic study in Oldahoma, where 
over 200 rain gages were placed about 3 miles apart in a rather homo
geneous topographic region, that a thunderstonn may produce such 
a rainfall pattern thnt stations within 5 lniles of a ma."\.wum precipi
tation center of over 3 inches will report only truces. The accumula
tion of rainfall records over a period of time is then expected to show 
large variations which are expla,ined only by the laws of chance. 

The prevailing surface winds and upper-air winds for western 
Minnesot.l1. in August 1935 blew from a southerly direction in thc 
lower levels and a west-soutlnvesterly direction aloft. Since thunder
storms for this section are almost invnrinbly developed in Tg air cur
rents flowing in a northerly direction, this fact immediately suggests 
a serious flaw in Jensen's argument. The accumulated increases in 
moisture obtained by evaporation from the lakes should induce a 
greater precipitation from the Tg current in the northern part of the 
area or to the north of the lake areas. This, of course, was not 
observed. 

A morc serious flaw in Jensen's argument, wluch completely negates 
any purported substan t.iation of his thesis, is to be found in the assump
tion that the tillmderstorms traveled from northwest to southeast. 
These stonns only appear to move in this direction. The invasion 
of a mass of Pc air produces thunderstorms along the frontul boundary. 
As the Pc air muss migrntes from the northwest to the southeast the 
stonns are fonned by the ascension of the Tg uir over the Pc wedge, 
and appear to travel southeastward but actually travel northeustwaru 
with the winds aloft in the Tg current. The records of microbaro
graph traces for the afternoon of August 19, 1935 (21, p. 151), illus
trate a very excellent example of the advance of a Pc air muss produc
ing thunderstonnB along the cold front. It is evident, therefore, that 
the data presented by Jensen actuully contradict Ius thesis. 

The belief that forests increase rainfall is closely allied to the idea 
that artificial damming of run-off will aid in infiuencing climate by 
increasing local precipitation. The exponents of the latter idea 
contend tha.t forests as well as waters impounded in reservoirs and 
lakes will be effective in intcrceptin~ nm-off and in translnitting and 
producing an increase in atmosphenc moisture. Here again a direct 
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relation is assumed between increased atmospheric moisture and lo(;ul 
precipitation.

Quayle (31, p. 104) has presented a view opposing those who con
tend that forests increase local rainfall. He says: 

The destruction of the forest trees in the more favoured belts, and the substi
tution of grass and annuals for the more drought-resistant trees, and even for the 
scrub and herbage perennial growths inland, are aids in the local production of 
rain * * *. 

Although Quayle'S arguments are interestingly presented, his sug
~estion for increasing local rainfall involves an increase of moisture 
1D the air through local evaporation and transpiration. As in all 
artificial methods for increasing local rainfall, here again is fonnd 
lacking a procedure for the release of the available and usually ample 
atmospheric moisture. 

VARIABILITY OF RAINFALL 

The fact that rainfall is extremely variable not only from year to 
year but also from plaJe to place makes it difficult if not impossible 
to trace anv local increase of precipitation to increased evaporation 
that has been caused by any sort of treatment of the land. Differences 
in the mean rainfall of adjacent areas may be so great that it is not 
unusual for one area to experience its wettest year while the neighbor
ing area may be experiencing its greatest drought.s For example, in 
1919 northwestern Kansas received its greatest rainfall in over 40 
years. In the same year eastern Kansas experienced its greatest defi
ciency of rainfall in a record of even greater length. These variations 
are further emphasized when it is pointed out that the climate of 
northwestern Kansas is drier than that of eastern Kansas, the former 
being classified as semiarid and the latter as subhumid (35). 

Many other examples of this nature, frequently with more extreme 
variations, can be found. In 1908 Tampa, Fla., received 32.25 inches 
of rainfall, which was the least amount recorded in 85 years. Miami, 
Fla., in the same year received 85.36 inches of precipitation. This was 
its wettest year on record. These values are to be compared with the 
average annual rainfall figures, that for Tampa being 50.58 and for 
Miami 59.78. It is evident that very large variations occur. With 
such complexity and heterogeneity of rainfall distribution, there can 
be no conclusive arguments in favor of artificial production of local 
rainfall without a full explanation or control of these deviations. 

The precedin&, critical discussion of the climatic effects of ponds, 
artificial reservOIrs, and forests in no way detracts from their import
ance as natural conservation measures. Appropriate flood-control 
methods not only return their benefits in flood protection but also 
serve an all-important function in soil and water conservation. Simi
larly, forests and protective tree plllnting serve their purposes in pre
serving soil moisture and providing refuges for game and other wild
life. These conservation measures are able to stand by themselves and 
require no supplemental climatic implications for their justification. 

CALCULATION OF DEPTH OF WATER IN ATMOSPHERE 

By the use of the available aerographic soundings in the United 
States it is possible to calculate the total amount of moisture in the 
atmosphere, the amount absorbed by an air mass by evaporation, and 
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the net loss of moisture caused by precipitation. Harrison (13) has 
presented tables for computing the average absolute humidities at 
various heights for eight stations east of the Rocky Mountains. The 
mean seasonal values of free-air vo.por pressures and temperatures 
from these stations, whose observations were made principally by 
means of kites and captive balloons, were employed in the computa
tions. In the treatment of the more numerous aerological data avail
able today, however, the following simpler and more direct procedure 
for computing moisture contents in the free air is used. 

Let N=grams of water, p=pressure, p=density of air, g=accelera
tion of gravity, e=vaporpressure of water in the atmosphere, T=tem
perature, q=specific humidity, z=elevation, and R=gas constant for 
dry air. 

Then dp= - pgdz, 

and N=l/gfqdp. 

But q=O.622 e/p, 

and p=pIRT. 

Therefore N=-O.622/Rfe/T dz. 

Theoretically virtual temperature, T', should be used where 

T'=(1+O.604q)T, 

but it can be shown that the error involved by using T instead of T' 
is negligible. 

Thus, 
N=-2.16XIO- 4 feIT dz. 

A convenient way to compute felT dz is to plot elT against z. 
The area under the curve will be proportional to the total amount of 
water in the air column. To determine the amount of moisture ab
sorbed by different air masses or the losses of moisture caused by pre
cipitation it is necessary to determine the vertical and horizontal 
dimensions as well as the trajectories of these air masses. This can 
be done with the aid of co.refully analyzed synoptic weather charts 
used in conjunction with the available aerographic soundings. 

ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE RELATIONS 
SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 

From the data obtained by the aerographic sounding stations, it 
is possible to prepare maps showing the average total depth of water 
in a given thickness of atmosphere for anyone day during a month. 
The Monthly Weather Review publishes mean free-air temperatures 
and relative humidities at standard elevations for the month. The 
depth of moisture in the atmosphere can be calculated from these 
data by use of the formula given in the last section. It should be 
noted, however, that a true daily average of the total precipitable 
water in a given thickness of atmosphere for any particular month is 
to be obtained only by averaging the daily total water contents for the 
given thickness of atmosphere, or in other words a separate calculation 
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must be carned out for each day and the results then averaged. But 
because of the large amount of work that this would involve, it was 
decided that a single calculation based upon the average temperatures: 
and relative humidities for the various elevations that are published 
in the Monthly Weather Review would be sufficiently accurate for 
the purposes for which they were to be used. 

If one considers a small parallelepiped in the atmosphere oriented 
so that the air flow perpendicularly enters one face and similarly leaves 
the opposite face, one must necessarily conclude that, if no precipita
tion or evaporation has occurred, the air would contain just as much 
moisture when it left as when it entered the parallele:piped. How
ever, it is clear that if precipitation from the current Itself has oc
curred within the parallelepiped the moisture content of the air is less 
as it leaves the parallelepiped than when it entered and the direction 
of flow must coincide with a moisture gradient. If, on the other hand, 
evaporation has occurred the moisture content of the air is greater 
as It leaves the parallelepiped than when it entered and the flow 
must necessarily coincide with a moisture ascendant. By integrating 
the parallelepipeds throughout the atmosphere and preparing maps 
of total preCIpitable-water content, it is possible to trace the trajec
tories of air currents causing precipitation or evaporation back to 
their source regions. 

Four maps showing the daily average depth of moisture in the low
er 5 km of the atmosphere were prepared for January, April, July, 
and October 1936, and for the present purpose it may be assumed 
that these months are representative of winter, spring, summer, and 
autumn (fig. 3). It may be pointed out that the total depth of water 
in the atmosphere is only slightly more than that in the lower 5 km 
of the atmosphere. The maps, therefore, indicate essentially the total 
depth of mOIsture in the atmosphere. 

Accompanying the maps of the depth of moisture in the atmosphere 
(fig. 3) are maps of the free-air resultant winds for January, April, 
July, and October 1936. In tIns manner it is possible totrace the 
prevailing trajectories of atmospheric currents. The resultant wind 
superimposes a boundary condition upon a map of the genera] mois
ture relations in the atmosphere, and whether the region in question 
will be predominately influenced by evaporation or precipitation de
pends upon whether the atmospheric flow coincides with a moisture 
ascendant or gmdient. 

WINTEU 

The January 1936 moisture chart shows in general a progressive 
decrease in the moisture content of the atmosphere as one traces a 
trajectory north and northeastwa1'Cl from the Gulf of Mexico. From 
the Pacific coast to Minnesota on the north and to New Mexico and 
west Texas on the south a similar decrease is encountered, proceeding 
from " est to east. Since precipitation must necessarily be obtained 
from an atmospheric flow whose direction coincides with a moisture 
gradient, it is possible to establish that almost the entire portion of the 
United States from the Rocky Mountains eastward derives its preci
pitation from a great anticyclollic current from the Gulf of Mexico; 
that the western Ullited States obtains its moisture from air bodies 
that flow from the Pacific Ocean toward the continentul interior. 

Similarly, since air bodies that absorb moisture by evaporation 
must flow toward a moisture ascendant, eVIl,poration must be the 
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FREE-AIR RESULTANT WINDSDEPTH OF WATER IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

1..·:,.·I'''''''f'S\''L~////4~ii§J(;''f;~A·4 
Inches 0.3 06 0.9 12 1.5 1.8 

FIGURE a.-Mllps of depth of wuter In the IItmosphere nDd frcc·nlr resultunt winds. The dntll nrc tnken 
from tho Monthly Wcather Hcview. 
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principal process that takes place in air currents flowing from the 
Canadian border to the Gulf and to the Atlantic. Evaporation over 
the Rocky Mountains would likewise occur principally in Pc air 
masses whose motion was directed toward the Pacific coast. But 
westward migration of Pc masses are generally infrequent because of 
the general atmospheric circulation system and because the great 
stability of these cold air bodies tends to confine them east of the 
Rocky M.ountain system. 

In winter the Aleutian Low is generally well developed and fre
quently the pressure gradient is such that Tp air, whose source region 
lies over the Pacific Ocean approximately between latitudes 25° and 
35° N., can advance into the United States as a southwesterly current. 
When this air mass ascends aloft along an active warm front con
siderable amounts of precipitation may originate and may extend 
over the entire Rocky Mountain area and occasionally into the 
northern Great Plains. If the latter occurs, when Tp air overruns a 
dome of Pc air very severe blizzards may occur. 

However, the prevailing winter cyclonic pressure gradients in the 
Gulf of Alaska are predominantly associated with continental inva
sions of Pp air. These air masses usually migrate into the continent 
as u.pper air invasions. Owing to the frequent surface invasions of 
Pc all" in the central and eastern United States at tIns season, these 
Pp masses generally continue their eastward march aloft and actually 
account for the major portion of the precipitation in the northern 
Great Plains in winter. It is of interest to note that the moisture
gradient relations indicate that the northern Great Plains can receive 
precipitation from a southerly current of Tg, a westerly current of 
Pp, or a southwesterly current of Tp. 

Average values that are based on comprehensiye information and 
illustrate the progressive modification of the thermodynamic properties 
of air masses as they proceed along their circulation paths are yet to 
be obtained. The mauguration of a comprehensive network of air
plane sounding stations is of recent date and the compilation of 
data obtained at these stations is being carried on by the Weather 
Bureau. However, the average values of the properties of various 
air masses in different seasons as presented by Willett (38) are of 
especial interest, as these figures can be used to calculate the gain 
or loss of moisture experienced by air masses during their travel over 
continental areas. 

The calculations can be carried out with the formula 

N=-2.16XlO-4fe/Tdz. 

The value e may be obtained from the Rossby diagram (33) by using 
the mixing ratio, and equivaIcTtt potential temperature, and deter
mining the saturation pressure at the indicated temperature. N 
can then be calculated by plotting el T against z. 

From table 3 the loss of moisture in winter for Pp air masses as they 
proceed from west to east across the continent can be determined. 
The average values of the properties of Pp air upon which the moisture
content computations were based were obtained from upper-air sound
ings made mainly with the aid of kites and captive balloons at the fol
lowing .stations: Seattle, Wash., San Diego, Calif., Ellendale, N. Dak., 
Broken Arrow, Okla., Groesbeck, Tex., Royal Center, Ind., and Due 
West, S. C. The large discropancy between the total precipitable 
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water at San Diego and at Seattle is explained by the. longer ocean 
trajectory and consequent modification that Pp air masses experience 
before they entfJi' the continent at more southerly latitudes. The trend 
of the values definitely shows a progressive decrease iT\. the moisture 
content as these air bodies proceed eastward across the continent. 
There is some question as to the correctness of the data above 1 or 2 
km at Groesbeck and Broken Arrow, since S air, frequently found 
above Tg and NPp currents, was .not recognized until after the publi
cation of the values of air-mass properties used for these caculations. 
Nevertheless, it is evident that Pp air moves off the continent with a 
net loss of moisture over that with which it ent~red. 

TABLE a.-Equivalent depth of moisture in Pp air in winter 

Equivalent depth of moisture in layers of 81r 
between helgbts of

station 

0-1,000 m 1,000-2,000 1\1 2,000-3,000 m 0-3.000 m 

Southern: Gentimeter Cenll~ter Ctnti1TU!ler Cenl/meter
San Diego, Cnli!. •••••••.•••• __ •••••••_••••• __ • 0.62 0.40 0.15 1.17 
Broken Arrow, Okla ••••_•••••_................ .34 .21 .13 .68 

Groesbeck, Tex.. ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• .3.'1 .11 .04 .48 
Due West, S. C................................ .20 .08 .04 .32 

Northern: 
Seattle, W8sh.................................. .38 .19 .09 .66 

Ellendale, N. Dlllr. •••••••••••••_••••.•••••. _._ .26 .16 .O<J .51
Royal Center, Ind •• ____ •__ • __ • ______ •••_. __.__ .24 .12 .00 .42 

SPRING 

The chart for the depth of water in the lower 5 km of atmosphere 
for April 1936 resembles the January map very closely as far as the 
geographical relations of moisture ~radients and ascendants are con
cerned. There is, however, a significant increase in the total water 
content of the atmosphere. 

The source of moisture for the western portion of the United States 
must necessarily be derived from air bodies from the Pacific that 
~rate eastward in the direction of the moisture gradient. A slight 
mOisture gradient still exists for an eastward-flowing current in the 
northern Great Plains, which indicates that the precipitation received 
there in spring may be supplied by Pp air masses. ThIS is corroborated 
by a study of synoptic meteorological charts. It can therefore be 
stated that upper-air Pp invasions account not only fbr the precipita
tion during the winter, as is already recognized, but also for the 
principal rainfall in spring. For the central and eastern portions of 
the United States, again a large anticyclonic atmospheric flow from Tm 
areas coincides with the moisture gradients and would, of course, 
assign a direct oceanic source of moisture for precipitation for these 
continental areas. 

BUMMEU 

Except for the tremendous increase in atmospheric moisture and a 
shift from a moisture gradient to a moisture ascendant for a westerly 
current in the northern Great Plains, the moisture relations of summer 
are similar to those of winter and spring. The source of moisture for 
precipitation can again be assigned to oceanic air bodies that invade 
the continental areas in the direction of a moisture gradient. In the 
northern Great Plains, however, there has been an increase in the 
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atmospheric water content such that eastward-flowing air bodies now 
move in the direction of a moisture ascendant. This means that for 
this region eastward-moving air masses, on the average, nbsorb mois
ture by evaporation. Actually, in summer for the entire Great 
Plains, precipitation predomin'ltely originates from northward-moving 
Tg air masses whose direction coincides with the moisture gradient. 
From the plot of the resultant wind flow for July it can be seen that 
the prevailing wind flow for the northern Great Plains is a westerly 
current, indicating that evaporation occurs there largely in this season. 

In summer the principal air masses from which precipitation may 
originate are Tg and Ta. The pressure distribution nt this season is 
such that there is an intensification of the oceanic quasistationary 
Highs and a tendency for low pressures to develop over the continents. 
The Pacific anticyclone is displaced northward, causing a frequent 
persistence of northwest winds along the California coast such that 
Tp masses rarely invade the continent at this season. The Azores 
system, however, coupled with the lower pressures over the continent, 
generally maintains a continuous anticyclonic flow of Tg and Ta air 
masses 111tO centml and eastern United States and very frequently 
into southwestern United States. A parallel is seen here for the Tp 
air masses, which arc the most important precipitating air masses for 
eastern China, Japan, and Manchuria (7). 

The effect of the advance of Tm air masses over land areas in 
summer is the opposite of that in winter. Whereas in winter the air 
bodies tend to become more stable in their lower levels owing to tho 
cold land surface, in summer the extreme heating from below increases 
their convective instability and under favorable conditions may pro
duce scnttered convectional showers. 

In the southwestern United States a moisture grndient e:o";sts for 
a current moving eit.her from San Diego or from San Antonio to El 
Paso. Actually there is a prevailing southeasterly current in Texas, 
New Mexico, o,nd Arizona owing to the thern.al low-pressure-area 
and western extension of the Azores High aloft that is developed 
especially over southwestern United States in summer. Tg air then 
advances into Texas and New Mexico and is actually the principal 
precipitation source for these sections; in fact, Tg air masses frequently 
invade Colorado, southwest Utah, Arizona, and southern California 
and produce a significant proportion of their summertime rainfall. 
For these latter areas, however, precipitation from Tm air from the 
Gulf of California and from the Pacific Ocean is probably more 
important. On the avemge, Tg air masses extend their precip~tation 
influence only to tho,t area cast of the trough line, which marks the 
position in the depth-of-water rela,tions where a southeasterly or 
easterly current no longer coincides with a moistUl'e grudient but 
instead shifts to n moisture ascendant. 

The rainfall thatpreyails oYer southwest United States and the 
Great Plains in sunmler results from the release of the convectional 
instability of Tm air bodies. "Whcn these Tm air masses are present, 
cumulus clouds usually can be observed forming shortly before noon. 
By afternoon, with further steepening of the lapse mte, together witll. 
either the ascension of the nil' oYer orographic ranges or frontal action, 
the critical oleyo,tion for the relense of the potential instability is soon 

http:thern.al
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attained, and huge cumulonimbus clouds accompanied by thunder nnd 
showers of high intensity are frequently developed. Occasionnlly, 
however, simple cumulus clouds will produce scattered light insta
bility showers in the late afternoon or early evening owing to 11 stabili
zation of the lapse rate, which in turn causes the suspended raindrops 
in the cloud to fall. 

Rainfall produced by frontn} activity is generally uncommon in 
summer in the southwest United States since that region lies mainly 
in a prevailing zone of frontolysisj but diffuse occlusions occasionally 
do invade this region and produce vigorous thunder activity. In the 
Great Plains, however, the action of fronts is most important. There 
are no orographic aids here to help release the atmospheric moisture, 
ann if there is a marked lack of frontalltctivity there will usually be a 
resulting lack of rainfnll except for occasional scattered convective 
showers. 

AUTUMN 

The atmospheric relations for October are similar to those for 
winter and spring. Autumn shows a decline in the total depth of 
moisture in the atmosphere from the summer maAimum, but on the 
average the atmosphere contains more water at this season than in 
spring. The moisture relation in the northern Great Plains again 
reverses to a moisture grndient for a current moving to the east, indi
cating that in all seasons except summer this region receives precipi
tation from Pacific nil' bodies. The source of moisture for all other 
regions in the United States is again truce(l to maritime air bodies; 
thn,t for western United States comes from Pacific air masses, and that 
for central and eastern United States comes principally from the anti
cyclonic flow of nil' bodies from the Gulf of MexICO, Onribbenn Sen, 
and Sargasso Sea. 

I,IlIfITATIONS IN THE USE 0;1" AVERAGE VALUES m' DEI'TII OF lIIOISTURE 

The foregoin~ discussion assi~ns a maritime source for very nearly 
tbe entire preCIpitation occurrlllg over the United States. But it 
should be recalled that the moisture relations described are based 
upon average values of the depth of moisture for 4 months of 1936 
only, and for that reason it is not intended that any statement re
garding the source of moisture for precipitation shall be construed as 
dogmatic. Since average values are being dealt with it is to be ex
pected that occasional deviation from the general distribution of 
atmospheric moisture will be found. For example, although the 
daily average for a month mll,y indicate a prevailing moisture ~radient 
directed from St. Louis, Mo., to Dayton, Ohio, anyone speCIfic case 
may instead sbow a moisture ascendant thn,t would imply precipita
tion for a westward-flowing current. The one or two such instances 
would, of course, have little effect in tho determination of tho averages. 
Average values are useful in determining the prevailing conditions 
and their general order of magnitude and can therefore be used to 
justify the statement that the principal souree of moisture for pre
cipitation in the United States can be directly n,ttributed t{) eVI\,pom
tion from oceanic provinces. 
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TABLE 4.-Mean depth! of water in the atmosphere at the 26 aerographic sounding 
sta#ons of the W wther Bureau, 1936 

Depth of moisture In the atmosphere In-

Station 
Jnn. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Barksdale Field (Shreve· em em em em em em em em em em em emm:rt), La. _______________ 1.0 '1.3 1.8 1.8 3.0 3.0 4.3 4.3 4.3 • 2.5 1.8 '1.5B lings, Mont_. __________ .5 .5 .5 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.3 2.3 1.5 1.3 .8 .8Boston, Mass _____________ 31.0 1.8 '2.5 32.6 2.8 2.3 '1.3 3 .8 '1.0
Oheyenne. "'yo________•__ .5 .3 .5 .8 1.0 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.3 1.0 .5 .5El PBSO, Tex______________ .8 .8 .8 1.0 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.0 2.8 1.8 1.3 1.0Farro, N. Dak____________ .3 '.3 .5 .8 1.8 2.0 2.8 2.5 1.8 1.0 .8 .5 
Kcl y Field (San Antonio), TelL___________________  1.0 '1.5 2.3 2.0 3.6 3.8 4.3 4.1 4.1 2.5 2.0 1.5
Lakehurst, N. 1. _________ '.5 '.5 1.3 1.0 2.0 '2.8 3.0 '3.3 , 2.8 '1.8 1.3 ,.8 
Maxwell Field (Montgomery), Ala ____________ '1.0 '1.0 '1.3 '2.0 3.0 3.6 4.3 4.3 3.8 2.3 31.5 '1.5Miami, Fla _______________ 4.3 4.6 4.3 3.0 3.0 
Mitchell Field ~a~-

stead, Long lan,N. Y____________________ 2.5 '1.3 '1.3 2.5 3.3 3.8 3.6 , 2.8 , 2.0 31.3 '1.0• .8Murfreesboro, Tenn______ 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.5 3.0 3.8 3.8 3.3 2.0 1.3 1.0Norrolk, Va _______________ '1.0 11.0 '1.5 '1.5 , 2.3 13.0 '3.8 , 3.8 23.3 '2.3 31.3 31.0Oakland, CBlIL__________ 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.5
Oklahoma OIty, Okla _____ -To- --i:ii- --2:3- -T8- -"3:6- -To2.0 1.0 3.6 1.8 1.3 1.3Omaha, Nebr _____________ 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.3 '2.8 3.0 3.3 2.8 1.5 1.8 1.0Pensacola, Fla ____________ 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.3 3.6 3.8 4.3 4.3 4.3 2.8 1.8 2.0
San Lake OIty, Utah _____ 2.0 1.3 1.3 .8 1.0
San Dle(w, OaUL _________ 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.8 3.6 2.8 2.6 1.8 1.8 
Sault Sainte Marie, Mieh_ 2.3 2.0 1.0 .8 .8 
Scott Field (Bellville), III. , .5 '.5 1.0 '1.3 2.3 2.8 3.6 3.6 '3.3 '1.8 1.0 '1.0Beattie, Wash _____________ 11.3 '.8 31.0 31.5 '1.5 32.0 'l.8 32.5 '2.0 32.0 31.8 31.0 
Selfridge Field, (Mount 

Clemens), Mlch ________ 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.S 2.3 1.3 1.0 1.0Spokane, Wash ___________ --i:o .5 .8 1.3 2.0 2.8 3.0 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.0 1.0Washington. D. C________ , .5 '.8 '1.3 1.3 2.0 2.8 3.0 3.3 2.8 2.0 1.0 '1.0 
Wright Field (Dayton), Ohlo_________________• __ 

'.8 '.8 1.3 1.5 2.3 '2.8 3.8 4.1 3.0 21.8 ,.8 , .8 

I The measurements that carry no rootnotes have been obtained from 25 or more observations. 
, Obtalnod rrom 16 to 24 observations. 
I Obtained rrom 15 or less observations. 

AIR-MASS INVASIONS 

In the following paragraphs nre described four meteorological situa
tions illustrating the gain in moisture by continental air bodies and 
the loss of moisture by maritime air masses. Typical surface inva
sions of Pc and Tg air were chosen for October and for July. The 
total moisture content in each current was calculated so as to arrive 
at some rough values for comparing the amount of moisture removed 
from the continent by Pc masses with the amount of moisture dropped 
on the continent by Tg masses. 

PC INVASION, OCTOBER 1935 

On October 2, 1935, a mass of Pc air began its invasion into the 
United States and oecupied the central and eastern portion of the 
country until October 9. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the synoptic meteor
ologic maps for this Pc invasion from October 3 to October 8. Below 
each synoptic map is a generalized cross section through the atmos
~here extending roughly from Fargo, N. Dak., to Pensacola, Fla. 
The profile is indicated by the line A-B. The designations for the 
frontal boundaries, which are also used in the subsequent illustrations 
are .as follows: A solid line, the cold front; a dotted line, the warm 
front; a dot-dash line, the occluded front; a dashed line, the cold 
front nloft. 
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FIGURE 4.-Polar Continental invasion In the central and eastern United States, October 3-4, 1935. 
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FIGURE 5.-Polar Continental invasion in the central and eastern United States, October 5-6, J935. 
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Table 5 shows the changes in moisture content for the lowest levels 
in the Pc air as it proceeded from Fal'go, N. Dak., to Pcnsacola, Fla. 
The entire increase in moisture can be definitely attributed to surface 
evaporation as no precipitation from air masses aloft occurred in the 
trajectory of the air considered, and mixing conditions with other air 
masses which mi~ht give anomalous increases or decreflses in moisturc 
were carefully elIminated by considering only the 10\\Test layers of air 
at sufficient distances away from the frontal boundaries. The total 
precipitable water contained in the first 1,500 m of Pc air at Fal'go on 
October 3 amounted to 0.28 em of water. When the airmass ad
vanced through Pensacola on Oct.ober 5, 1935, the lower 1,500 m con
tained 0.97 cm of water. Thus, evaporation has increased the original 
water content of the lowest 1,500 mby approximately 0.69 cm, or 
by 240 perceDt. 

pf' INV~S:ON, JUl.)" 1936 

On July 28-31, 1936 (figs. 7 and 8), a similar invasion of Pc air 
occupied the central and eastern portions of the country. The ad
vancing wedge of Pc air was fairly shallow and a comparison of the 
water content of a thick layer of the air mass at the different sounding 
stations was not possible. However, it can be seen from table 6 that 
the water content in the first 500 m at Kelly Field, San Antonio, Tex., 
is approximately two times that in the air mllss when it was over 
Fal'go, N. Dak. Here again the increase in moisture can be attributed 
directly to evaporated moisture. 

TABLE 5.-Equivale1It depth of 1IIoi.~ture in Pc inva8ion, October 8-/;, 1985 

Fltlul\'ulent deptb of moisture In layers of air 
between helgbts or-

Stntlon nntl date 

(HiOOm 5()()-I. 000 m 1.000-1.500 11\ 0-1.500 m 

Centimeter Centimeter Centimeter O!ntiflltter 
Fargo. Oct. 3..._••__• __......................... 
Omaha, Oct. 4•• __........ 0< .................... . 

Scott Field! Oct. 4•••. ""'" •• __ .............. 

0.12 
.14 
.17 

0.09 
.n 
.11 

0.07 
.10 
.09 

0.28 
.35 
.37 

Selfridge Field. OcL.4 .... _...... " ._ ....... .. 
•WrIght Field, Ocl.·L •.•.••.•• __ ........ .. 
Murrreesboro. Oct. 4.........,................. .. 
MBXwell Field. Oct. fl_.. • ............. . 

.18 

.21 

.18 

.28 

.16 

.19 

.14 

.27 

.12 .46 

.17 .57 
--.- •. -•••••~2ii• ..·-·-.-.~15 

Pensacola. Oct. 5•••.•.. .29 .32 .36 .97 

TABI.E G.-Eq/livalent depth of 71Ioi.~tllre in Pc invllsion, July 28-81, 1986 

Equi\'alent depth ofmols· 
ture in layers of air be· 
tween belgbts of-SlIlllon IInu (Illte 

0-500 m 5()()-I,OOO m 

---------·--~-----------I---·I----
Centimeter Centimeter 

0.:16 0.29~~~f:8~~:r.;S2ii""::=::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .42 .31 
Oklaboma City. July3() ..... _................ " ......................... .49 .. __........_ 
Kelly Fleld,/uly 31........ . ....' ........... ____........ .70 ........_...._ 
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TM INVASION, OCTOBER 1935 AND JULY 1936 

When Tm air invades the continent it will usuallv show a. net loss 
of moisture as the air ma.ss proceeds to higher la.titudes. This is in
"lniably so when Tm air runs aloft over polar air 8S this is the optimum 
condition for condensation of moistUl'e from the ma.ritime a.ir. How
ever, in summer a.s Tm air progresses over land areas at the surfllee, 
the air mass will usually show a net loss of moisture despite the fact 
that the inherent high tempemtUl'es of tropica.l nil' induce the most 
favorable couditions for evapomtion. This net loss of moisture is 

. explained by the scattered instability and thundershowers that 
commonly accompany the continental invasion of this type of air. 

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate two invasions of Tg air in the central and 
eastern portions of the United Stntes on October 20-21, 1935, and on 
July 9-10, 1936. The changes in the moisture content in the lower 
levels of the atmosphere within the Tg air can be determined from 
tables 7 and 8. Great care must be taken in defining the limits of 
tropical air masses as these air bodi~s are characterized by convective 
instability and can distribute the moisture obtained from surface 
evaporation to great heights. Pc ail' mnsses, on the other hand, are 
generally characterized by a grent stnbility aloft, and the land-evapo
rated moisture consequently will be confined to the lower levels, 
generally being distributed only throughout the thickness of the narrow 
turbulent layer. From an inspection of tables 7 and 8 it ,,,ill be ap
parent that despite the surface invasions of Tg air there is an ultimate 
decrease in the moisture content of these air masses as they proceed 
along their migrntory paths. 

TABLE 7.-Equivalent depth 0/ moisture in Tg invasion, October 20, 1935 

Equimlent depth or moisture. in layers o( air between heights 0(-

Station 

O-IiOOm 500-1,ooom 1,000-1,500 m 1,500-2,000 tIl 0-2,000 m 

Pensacola___________., _•• , •• _........ 
Centimeter 

O. is 
Centimtler 

0.59 
Centimeter 

0.46 
Ct7Ilimtler 

0.31 
Ctntimtler.' 

2.14 
Maxwell Field ......................._ 
Wright .Field_.....__._ .........._••••• 
Seltrldgc Field ......................... 

. IIi 

.53 

.52 

.5."\ 

.49 

.43 

.3i 

.46 

.39 

.38 

.34 

.34 

1.95 
1.82 
1.68 

TABLE S.-Equivalent depth o/moisture in Tg invasion, July 9-10, 1986 

F.'-!uimlent d~(lth or moisture In lnyers of air between 
heights of

8t;.tloll und dute 

O-f,(J() III 500-1.000 m I 1,000-1,500 DI 0-1,500 '" 

Centimeler. Cmtlmeler Cmtimmr Cmtlmettr. 
Pensacola, Jlily 9•••••__••_••_._••••_.__......__••• I. 03 0.92 O. i5 2. iO 
Kelly Field, JUly9•••_.___•••__....... __ ........ .96 .78 .64 2.:18 
Maxwell Field, July 10•••• _____ ...... .•.••.... ••• .86 .71 .68 2.25 
Murrreesboro, July 10........................ ••• .84 .67 .68 2. 19 
Wright Field, July 10..............._............ •S9 .77 .66 2.32 
Selfridge Field, July 10........................... .72 .57 .47 I. 71i 
Fatlo, July 10..............._.................... .63 .411 .42 1.M 

--------------------------~----~------~------~.-----
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GA.N A;o;D LOSS OF MOISTURE IN CONTINENTAL AND MARITIME AIR MASSES 

From the equilibtium precipitation relationship, P=R+E, the 
term E, moisture eva.porated from continents, must be divided into 
the fraction of evaporntecl Witter that leaves the continents and the 
frn.ction that is reprecipitated over the continents. A precise deter
mination of these figures is difficult but the order of magnitude can be 
ascertained by a consideration of the net gain nnd loss of moisture 
from the air-mass movcments indicated in figures 4 to 10. 

If it is assumed that just as much air will move on to 11 continent 
as will move off, it is obvious that the net loss of moistm'e from mal·i
time air masses as they tmvelacross the continent must equal the slim 
of net gain of moisture by continental air masses as they proceed 
across the land areas Ilnd the quantity of water lost by run-off. Table 
9 in part summarizes tables 5 to 8. It call be seen from an inspect.ion 
of these tnbles that on the avel'l1ge, for nny given thickness, the Tg 
nil' lost Ilppro~imately as much moisture as the Pc nil' gained. 

TADLE 9.-Gain n7!rllo.~s in moisture in Pc and Tg air 

1.5flO-l\f '1'u/CKNESS 

Oalll lind loss or moisture 
In-

Stution and dute 

.Pc Ilir '1'g air 

fiO()-M THICKNESS 

----------------------------------------.------~-------
July 10aO: 

:k'clf~-FieiiC:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:: -::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: o:~g 0: ~ 
---------1--------........._---.--.- .........., _34 .33 


However, since the t.wo cxnmples of the Tg nil' shown in table 9 were 
taken for surface invasions, which induce II, lesser quantity of precipita.
tion fiS compared with the advnnce of maritime nil' nloft along n warm 
front, it will be evident thnt the loss of moisture from the tropical 
current in tilescinstn.nces is too low to be representuth'c of average 
conditions. 

By using the n.verilge values of properties givcn by Willett fOI' Pc 
and Tg air masses in Slimmer, the values given in tn hie ] 0 for total 
precipitn ble water in a-km thickncss were obtained. 

TABLE 1O.-Gah~ antllo8.~ in Pc ancl Tg air in su.mmer 

l Ouin lind lo"s of lIIoisture 
in 3 kilolJlclers or-Stillion 

Pc uir 1 'I'g nir 

Kilometers Kilometers 
ElIendnJc._.. ___ ... __ ........_...... _~_,,,........... , ""'''''' _ ...... _." .. _~. ~ ....... ,._" .. , ............ ,. ... ~ . ~ ... " I. 12 2.56

PensucoI8_______________ •• , .... " .• ___ ........ ____ ................. _ ... _... 2..1(; 4.25 


Gllln or los.~_ .... __ ••. ,. __ ..... __ ..... 1 :14 1.09 
------------------~-------.~-,.--..... ... 
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These figures indicate that the net loss of moisture from Tg air 
bodies was approximately 25 percent in excess of the net gain in 
moisture to Pc air masses. Very roughly, tlus value right be used as 
indicating the percentage of maritime precipitation available for 
run-01l. However, this conclusion would be valid only if there were 
no other air masses t.o absorb continental moisture by evaporation. 
TIlls, of course, is not true. But a compensating factor, that of 
moisture contributions from other maritime masses, tends at least to 
justify the order of magnitude. 

One may infer from these data that a cycle of air masses is indeed 
operative; tlmt the hydrologic balance between precipitation, evap0rll
tion, and run-off is maintained by means of this cycle of air masses 
wherein maritime air bodies furnish the pl'incipnl supply of moisture 
for precipitation and continental air bodies absorb the greater part 
of tIlls moisture by surface eva.pomtion. 

If tllere were a sufficient number of nerographic sounding stations, 
average run-off and evaporation mu.ps for the United States could be 
prepared from a consideration of the total atmospheric moisture 
content, total rainfall, and the trajectories of nil' bodies. Since the 
hydrologic cycle demands that for equilibrium conditions the total 
rainfall over the continents must eCjuu.l the run-off plus the evapora
tion, it is evident that the change in the depth of water in the nir 
current between two stations within the path of the air flow will be 
a measure of evaporation or precipitation. If these data are then 
totaled for the month a. mCllsure of the moistme lost to soil and run
off will be obtnined by subtrncting the totill cvnporution from the 
total precipitation. 

The J'ecognition of n, cycle of ait· masscs oft'crs n, new lLPPl'Oitch to 
the problem of determinntion of the evaporution phllse in the hydro
logic cycle. It is readily rccognized thllt it is difficult to calculate 
accurately the quantity of moistUl'c evaporated from diffel'cnt water
sheds by the use of evaporation formulas. 'fhis is so because of the 
complex relations hetween evapomtion, topography, temperature, 
wind, intensity find chamctcr of prccipitation, soil nncl subsoil types, 
and vegetnl COVCI'; yet the cvnpol'ntion factor is of utmost importance 
in anticipating flood and soil-erosion hazards. 

A consideration of the process of returning continentnl prccipitu.tion 
to the atmosphere by evu.pomtion brings to the fore an interesting 
phase of the efficacy- of proper soil-conservation practices in niding 
the control of cxcesslve and prolonged rainfllll, which usunlly produces 
flood conditions. Since all mn.jor flood-producing storms in the 
eastern United States nrc generally terminated by the invasion of 
dry, continentnl ail' bodies that nre able to nbsorb enormous quantities 
of moisture, it is evident thnt the optimuIll evnpomtion conditions 
will be induced when the abnOl'mal nccuIllulation of rainfall water 
can be distributed so ns to present its gren.test surface to the dry air 
masses. Propel' vegetal cover and fa.rm pmctices, forestry mcnsures, 
water-conservation procedures such as the impounding of waters in 
reservoirs-these are in efrect measures for the prevention of floods. 
Each procedure tends to prevent a too great concentmtion of waters 
from abnormal precipitation in narrow drainage systems by retaining 
moisture on the watersheds. The totnl surfnce run-off is therefore 
quantitatively reduced beca.use there is a greater opportunity for 
infiltmtion fincl because the excess moisture is distributed so as to be 
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most favorable for an immediate return to the atmosphere. Thus 
part of the excessive accumulations of storm waters can be returned 
to the sea by dry air bodies and the burden to which streams and 
drainage channels are subjected can be materially lessened. 

A quantitative measure of this phase of the hydrologic cycle can 
be determined with the aid of meteorologic data asiHdicated' on page 
~9. The method has its limitations, however, and requires a careful 
rnterpretation of meteorologic data on the basis of ail' mnsses. The 
calculations are of course limited by the number of aerographic 
soundings available within the trajectory of t1le evaporating nil' mass. 

SUMMARY 

The supply of moisture for precipitation over the United States is 
derived principally from maritime air masses that obtain their 
moisture mainly from evaporation from oceanic provinces, only a very 
small part being attributable to continental evaporation. The balance 
of water on continental areas is maintained through the hydrologic 
cycle, which operates simultaneously with a cycle of air masses. 

Maritime air bodies invade the continents and drop a large portion 
of their moisture. Part of this water is then returned to the oceans 
by run-off through rivers and underground water flow and the remain
der is ultimately returned to the atmosphere by evaporation. 

Roughly, one-fourth of the total precipitatIOn on continents has 
been recognized as the quantity returned to the seas by run-off and 
three-fourths as the quantity returned to the atmosphere by evapora
tion. 

The principal amount of moisture returned. to the atmosphere by 
continental evaporation is absorbed by continental, or dry, air masses 
that are generally incapable of immediately releasing their moisture 
and that pass off continental areas with large gains in moisture. 

The process of precipitat.ing atmospheric moisture is known to 
depend upon several variables, and no simple procedure involving 
solely an rncrease in atmospheric moisture can be expected to increase 
local or other rainfall. 

The absolute quantity of moisture in the atmosphere has been shown 
to have no immediate relation to the quantity of rainfall any ~iven 
climatic province may receive. Climatic regions whether and or 
humid belong to their respective categories not because of the avail
ability of moisture in the atmosphere or their nearness to a supply of 
moisture, but primarily because of their geographical orientation with 
respect to the atmospheric circulation system. 

For the United States it may be said that the atmosphere practi
cally always contains an amply supply of moisture for precipitation. 
The cause of the failure of rainfall to occur in a region, therefore, is 
the absence of conditions essential to the release of the atmospheric 
moisture. The meteorologic forces ne<:Jessary to produce the rainfall 
will be invariably at fault. 

An important relation of soil-conservation practices to flood control 
that has not been generally recognized is in the evaporation phase 
of the hydrologic cycle. Air masses, by absorbing moisture evaporated 
from the land, help to return excessive rainfall to the oceans. 
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